
When fighting certain types of fires, like bush fires or factory fires, there is often an immediate 
need to be able to decontaminate SCBAs and other PPE on sight. With the Solo Rescue Field 
Edition, it is possible to do just that. By installing it in a trailer for instance, you would be able 
to bring it with you onto the site enabling decontamination in the field, thus minimising toxic  
exposure to carcinogens during conditions that otherwise would not be possible.

The Solo Rescue Field Edition is suitable for a large variety of applications, for instance:
-  Mobile rescue units
-  Hazmat trailers
-  Command centers
- Marine applications

The technical specification is the same as for the standard version of the Solo Rescue Decon 
Washer with the main difference that it comes equipped with special feet that enables the  
machine to be bolted in place and an extra level sensor to ensure robustness and function of 
the machine when mounted on a mobile platform.

WARNING! RESCUE Intellitech disclaims any and all liability for any damages or injury to persons, property or otherwise resulting 
from (i) inaccurate or insufficient instructions by a PPE manufacturer with respect to the use of the Solo Rescue®, (ii) use of the Solo 
Rescue® in a way that does not correspond with the washing instructions of the relevant PPE manufacturer, or (iii) where no such 
instructions exist, use of the Solo Rescue® without the user contacting the PPE manufacturer to receive such instructions or information.
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Taking decontamination on the road
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Power supply 3-phase 400/415V, 50Hz

Fuse 32 A

Wash temperature (depending on application) 30–60°C

Water supply 3–10 °dH *

Pressure, incoming water 1-6 bar, 15 liter/min

External dimensions H x W x D 1744 (open 2084) x 1025 x 887 (open 1316) mm

Weight (empty machine) 238 kg

Tank volume 108 liters

*For best cleaning performance we recommend 3–7 °dH.

Technical Specification

https://bit.ly/37S9x67



